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Introduction:
PicSender (PS) has been primarily designed and developed to send fast streaming gcode files to various adaptions of the
Arduino Uno micro-controller running various versions of GRBL (https://github.com/gnea/grbl), a popular open-source cnc
controller program. Since its first release, PS has had frequent updates and release versions as new features have been
requested and added, and as GRBL has evolved through several versions into a stable and very popular cnc machine
controller.
We began developing PS after experiencing repeated failures with the then available open source streamers to reliably
send large, fast changing, gcode files to engrave gray scale images using a laser diode. As GRBL was improved and became
more powerful, and gained more users, PS evolved into a general purpose gcode sender capable of reliably streaming
gcode files for many different cnc machines controlled by GRBL and Arduino Uno controllers. We continue to add and
improve PS features as we become aware of the need, and as new GRBL versions are released. We actively use PS on our
personal machines on a near daily basis.
PS is not open-source, but we have established its selling price as low as we can while still providing unlimited user
support. We want our customers to have a positive experience with all of our software products.
This tutorial is not intended to be a beginner's guide to cnc operations and gcode commands, nor is it intended to be a
GRBL tutorial. It is assumed that the reader has at least a basic understanding of grbl cnc control, and has already setup a
machine controlled by GRBL running on an Arduino Uno micro-controller.
PS presently supports several different versions of GRBL, and it may work with other GRBL releases and other Arduino
models besides the Uno, but we do not, and we can not, actively support all of the many customized GRBL versions now in
use.
We strongly encourage you to run and test PS in demo mode before you finalize a purchase to be sure it fits your needs
and expectations. A refund will not be made after the PS registration information has been emailed to you.
Purchase and Install:
PS is available via download from Picengrave Dot Com ( https://www.picengrave.com/PicSender.htm ).
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PS is specifically designed and written for computers running some version of the Microsoft Windows operating system. It
might be usable on Apple OS computers using Parallels Desktop ( http://www.parallels.com/cross-platform-solutions/ ).
(Please note: we are not able to offer support for Apple computers or Parallels software.)
After downloading the PS installation file to your computer, double-click it and follow the on-screen instructions to install
PS on your computer. In demo mode, PS will not send a complete gcode file to GRBL, and some of its features will not be
available.
The PS images in this tutorial may not exactly reflect the latest PS versions, but they should be close enough for you to use
as you gain experience with PS. Some of the feature selections shown in this tutorial's images may be no longer supported
in newer versions of PS. Please check our web site frequently for PS updates. We also have a user forum exclusively for
registered users of Pic software (https://www.picengrave.com/forum/). Note: To control spam, we must approve only
registered purchasers of Pic software to post on the forum.
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First Run:
Before starting PS for the first time, be sure first to connect your Arduino Uno/GRBL system to your computer using an
available USB connection and the correct USB cable, then start up PS. Always reverse this procedure when exiting PS.
Connecting to GRBL:
PS will not automatically connect to GRBL when it is started up. To connect, first select the correct Com Port and Baud
Rate from the drop down boxes on the upper left, then click the 'Open' button.

If you select the wrong com port or baud rate, you should see a message similar to the following:

Click 'OK' and select a different com port or baud rate. Please note: Almost all versions of grbl now use the 115200 baud
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rate. The 9600 baud rate shown above is for very early grbl versions. After a successfully connection, when PS is shut
down using the 'EXIT' button, the correct com port and baud rate will be preset for you the next time if the same Arduino
is used.
If PS successfully connects, the controls and features that are usable at this point will become enabled/visible, and you will
see a confirmation message similar to the following. Please note that some controls and features may still not be enabled
or visible until you make additional selections, and in demo mode, some features will remain disabled.
Unregistered versions of PS, when connected, should look similar to the following image on your monitor. This is the demo
mode of PS, which will have some limited functionality.

(Shown connected to grbl 1.1f)
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PS Registration:
To register your program license information on your computer, click the blue button in the 'File:' box, and the enter the
registration information you received by email following your purchase. The information must be entered exactly as
received in the email, so copying and pasting it from the email is advised.

After clicking on the 'Register' button, you should see a confirmation message. To complete the registration process, just
follow the instructions in the confirmation message. If the message does not appear, registration has not been successful.
Recheck your registration entries and try again. The most common problem users have with a registration failure is caused
by adding one or more spaces when manually typing the registration info.

(Name and key blocked out for privacy.)

Skip the registration process if you just want to test PS in demo mode prior to purchase.
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For the rest of this Tutorial, it is assumed that you are using a registered version of PS.

PicSender Settings:
After a successful connection, the correct settings for your machine need to be selected and verified before you send a
gcode file to GRBL. PS WILL NOT automatically change your settings for you, if you leave the 'Use Auto Settings' check box
UNCHECKED on the 'GRBL' screen. Further information about this is covered later in this tutorial.
Please be aware that changing or updating from your original GRBL version to a later GRBL version MAY automatically
change your settings to GRBL's default values without notice. This is not subject to PS's control.
1 - 'Gcode Dir.' Click the box and set this to the folder where your gcode files are stored on your PC. This is used when
loading gcode files, and by other PS features. After setting the gcode files location, an 'Editor' button will appear. If left
blank, PS's gcode editing feature will not be available.
2 - Select the 'Spindle' option for rotary spindle use. Laser use has two options: 'Laser Vector' and 'Laser Raster'. Select
'Laser Vector' if you are sending gcode generated by programs such as Vectric's Vcarve. Select 'Laser Raster' if the gcode
file was generated by image engraving programs such as PicEngrave Pro 6 and PicLaser.
3 - Select 'Metric' for G21 mode. Deselect it for Imperial (G20) mode.
4 - Deselecting 'Send M03/M04' will cause PS to skip sending to GRBL all M03 or M04 commands in a gcode file. This may
be useful to test your cnc machine, or a gcode file, with the spindle or laser disabled.
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5 - 'Safe Z' is very important to select, set up, and verify for spindle engraving. It will cause the Z axis to lift so the router
bit can clear clamps and other obstructions in its movement path if gcode file sending is interrupted/canceled by a user.
Upon exiting PS using the 'Exit' button, settings are saved to a file on the user's computer, and will be reloaded when the
next PS session begins.
PS Features:
1 – 'Close' Button:
This will close the USB connection from your computer to your Arduino. It should be rarely needed.
2 – 'Load' Button:
This is used to select and load a gcode file into PS from your computer. Clicking it will open a Windows Explorer screen
preset to the directory location you have previously setup in the 'Gcode Dir.' box.

Select the file you wish to load and click the 'Open' button at the bottom of the window, and it will be loaded into memory
and displayed in the 'File' display box, with the file name displayed at the top. You can scroll this box to view the file, but
the file can not be edited. Editing is described later.
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3 – 'Send' Button:
Clicking 'Send' will begin streaming a loaded gcode file to GRBL. File sending will continue until either the end of the file,
or until sending is interrupted for one of several causes, such as clicking the 'Cancel' button, a limit switch trip (if enabled),
or the user clicks 'Pause'. During sending the line being sent to GRBL will be displayed above the 'Messages' box. The
DROs are not used during file sending, but will display the last position reported by GRBL when the end of the file is
reached. During sending, an elapsed time display will update, as will a progress bar along the bottom of the screen. After
about 10% of the lines have been sent, an estimated run time display will also become visible. The estimated run time will
continue to update as sending progresses.

4 - 'Cancel' Button:
The 'Cancel' button is enabled during file sending, and clicking it stops file sending and resets PS and GRBL. GRBL will first
finish executing all of the gcode lines already sent, and then the following message will be displayed.
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If you are spindle engraving,cutting, and if 'Safe Z' is selected, the Z axis will raise the bit to the preset distance, and PS will
issue a spindle off command (M05). If laser engraving, the laser will either turn off, or reduce to its minimum power
setting. Clicking 'OK' in the message box will display a reminder warning message.

Clicking 'OK' again will reset both PS and GRBL. File sending can either begin again from the file start without reloading the
file, or a new file can be loaded.
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5 – 'GRBL' Button:
This button opens the the GRBL setup screen, where you can edit the setting values for GRBL. Please note that this tutorial
is not a tutorial for learning GRBL; the subject is simply way too involved. It is recommended that you do a web search for
further reading about configuring GRBL for your specific requirements.
To edit a setting, click the 'GRBL Setting' button to display the current GRBL settings in the 'Edit Settings' box. With your
mouse, select and highlight only the decimal value (the number after the equals sign) of the setting you want to change .
Do not select the complete setting. Type in a new value, and when all your desired changes have been made, click 'Send'
to send them to GRBL. The new settings will then be displayed in the GRBL Settings display box.
CAUTION: Before making any changes, be sure you have used the 'SAVE' button to save your original settings to a file so
they can be restored using the 'Open' button if the new settings do not work as you expect.
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When you are finished with adjusting GRBL values, you can 'Save' them to a new file on your computer for later
reloading/reusing for a specific machine or purpose.
When you are finished editing settings, click the 'Return' to go back to the main PS screen.
6 – 'Editor' Button:
If you have not already loaded a gcode file into PS, then this will open a text file called 'blank.txt', using your computer's
default text editor (Notepad is the usual default), into which you can write your own gcode file. Type in your gcode
commands and select 'Save As' and rename the file to whatever you wish.
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Then close the text editor. A message will then ask if you wish to load the newly edited file. Selecting 'Yes' will open up a
file selection window, and you can select the file to load into PS. Selecting 'No' will just close the message.

You can also edit a gcode file you have already loaded into PS. After you have loaded a gcode file in PicSender, click the
'Editor' button, and the file will open up in your system's default text editor (shown here using Windows Notepad).

After editing the file, save the file and close the editor. After saving, PS will ask if you want to load the changed file.
Selecting 'Yes' will load the updated file into PS. Selecting 'No' will not load the updated file, but please be aware that
selecting 'No' will not undo the changes you just made to the file saved on your computer. The next time you load it, it will
have the saved changes.
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7 – 'Do Cmd.' Button:
(Caution: use this feature with extra care.)
GRBL's setting values can also be changed by entering them one at a time in the box beside the 'Do Cmd' button and then
clicking the 'Do Cmd' button. Other commands and text can also be sent to GRBL using this feature. Just type the setting
value or command you want to send to GRBL, and click the button.

GRBL will respond with an 'ok' message if the entry was accepted,or with an error message if it is rejected. Please note
that GRBL will instantly execute whatever valid command or setting value you send, so use this feature with caution.
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8 – 'Restart' Button:
When enabled, this button will reset both PS and GRBL, and allow operations to be started over. This will be necessary to
clear the alarm condition and unlock GRBL if a limit switch is tripped on your machine (if so equipped and enabled).
9 – 'Exit' Button:
Clicking this button will first save the PS settings to a file so they will reload upon the next startup of PS, then it will close
PS. It is advised that you always exit and close PS before disconnecting the USB cable or removing power from the
Arduino. Some versions of Windows may require a restart of your computer to release the USB port for a subsequent
connection within a short time if this is not done.
10 – 'Jog' Buttons:
To jog with PS, first set the jog mode you want the machine to move in either “G90” (Absolute) or “G91” (Incremental) by
clicking the yellow button (above the red “X-Y+” jog button), which will be displaying either a “G90” or a “G91”. Note:
most users probably jog using the “G91” mode. Next, check and set the jog feed rate value located just above the “Y+” jog
button. This value will be in inches per minute (ipm) for Imperial mode, and in millimeters per minute (mm/m.) for Metric
mode. Then set the jogging distance using the value selection in the center of the jog buttons. Finally, click the button
corresponding to the axis and the direction you wish to jog, and the jogging movement should begin. A DRO will update
when its respective axis is jogged.
When you jog in G90 (absolute) mode, an axis will move to a position that is always the absolute distance you command
from your presently set work zero position, regardless of where the tool bit is located when you command the jog.
EX: Assume your work zero is in the center of your table. If your tool bit is minus 4 units to the left of the zero position,
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and you command a jog of plus 2 units, the axis will actually move 6 units total to the right, and will stop plus 2 units to the
right of zero. If next you command a jog of plus 3 units, the axis will then only move plus 1 unit to the right so it stops at
plus 3 absolute units away to the right of zero. This mode often confuses new users and take some practice getting used to
it.
In G91 (incremental) mode, an axis will always move in the direction you command with a jog button (X+ moves right and
X- moves left) and for the exact distance you command, regardless of where your work zero is located.

11 – Setting Zero Position:
A work zero position is always referenced internally by GRBL to where it thinks its home position is. To set a work zero
position, with the center of the bit set to the location you want as your work zero, click the 'Zero' buttons. If GRBL has not
been previously referenced to a home position, resetting a work zero position may be needed each time GRBL is started up
after PS connects, otherwise, the work zero position should remain as you last set it after you home your machine.
Because GRBL always resets the home position when it is first powered up, it can not retain your previous work zero
position unless you use GRBL's homing functions first.
The 'GoTo 0' buttons are used to move the bit to a previously established work zero position.

12 – 'Move X/Y/Z(S)' Button:
This button will open a small screen where you can manually enter values for coordinated axis moves.
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12 – 'Probe' Button:
This feature requires the use of a metal probe plate connected to the input probe pin (A5 on an Arduino Uno) and a good
ground connection (wire) to the tool bit, and will not be accessible unless PS is in 'Spindle' mode. First, enter values for
the setting parameters similar to the following image. Then position the probe plate in the proper tool bit path, and click
the appropriate axis direction arrow. When electrical contact is made between the plate and the grounded tool bit, the bit
will retract away from the tool plate, and a work zero position for the axis will be set in GRBL. The DROs will display
current offset location away from from the axis' work zero position.
When finished, click the 'Return' button, and then click on the 'GoTo 0' buttons to move the tool bit to the just established
work zero position. More information on tool plate usage can be found by searching various GRBL-related forums.

13 – 'CFR' Button:
The 'CFR' button will be visible only with versions of GRBL prior to version 1.1f. It allows a user to change the feed rate
while a gcode file is being streamed to GRBL. The feed rate will change only after all the previous commands already
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streamed to GRBL are cleared from its buffer. The new feed rate will remain active until the feed rate is changed again by
either the next F value streamed to GRBL in the gcode file, or until the 'CFR' value is changed to a different value and the
button clicked again.

14 – 'Pause and Resume' Buttons:
A 'Pause' button will become visible after a gcode file begins streaming to GRBL. Clicking this button will stop (pause) file
streaming, and axis movements will come to a controlled stop only after GRBL's internal planner buffer empties. When
movement stops, the spindle/laser should then turn off, if your machine is properly set up with a relay control.

The 'Pause' button will then be replaced by a 'Resume' button.

If 'Spindle' mode is selected, the 'Resume' button will turn on the spindle (if you have setup automatic spindle control),
and axis movement will be delayed slightly so the spindle has time to reach its set speed. With 'Laser' mode selected, axis
movement and laser turn on will occur simultaneously.
With some gcode files, pausing may have a long delay before axis movement stops. This is caused by GRBL executing all of
the previous gcode commands sent to it prior to the pause. If immediate pause and resume functions are wanted, then it
is recommended that you set up a pair of normally open push button switches connected directly to your Uno.
Instructions for doing this can be found on various cnc forums on the internet.
With some GRBL versions, pausing and resuming may not work as described, especially with vector engraving gcode files
when S commands are not included on each gcode line. PLEASE NOTE: The 'Pause' or 'Cancel' features of PS are not a
substitute for a properly setup E-Stop safety switch, and must not be used for one.
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New, Multi-Mode GRBL Versions
PicSender (PS) now includes new features to support two, new, multi-mode versions of GRBL: Larry Mayberry's custom
version, 1.0c, and Sonny Jeon's latest version, 1.1(f or g). Both of these new multi-mode GRBL versions allow easy
switching between spindle and laser modes without the need to reflash different GRBL versions, and are highly
recommended for use over all past GRBL versions.
Because different GRBL settings are usually needed for spindle use than for laser use, it is necessary to change setting
values each time the mode is switched for those users whose machines are equipped with both spindles and laser diodes.
PS will now switch GRBL modes and settings for users automatically with only a single button click needed. This feature is
disabled by default and must be enabled on the 'GRBL' screen. To use, click the yellow 'GRBL' button on the main
screen.
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GRBL Screen

If this is your first use of PicSender, be sure to first save your original GRBL settings. To do this, leave the 'Use Auto
Settings' box unchecked if it is visible. Click the green 'GRBL Settings' button to display the settings for your version of
GRBL.
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Now click the 'Save' button and save your settings to a file named 'Spindle'.

If you are also setting up for laser use, click on 'Laser Vector' or 'Laser Raster' and make the necessary changes to your
GRBL settings to enable your laser setup, then click on the 'Save' button and save your settings to the 'LaserV' filename for
the 'Laser Vector' mode or to the 'Laser' filename for the 'Laser Raster' mode. For those versions of GRBL that support
multi-mode settings (1.0c and 1.1x), the 'Use Auto Settings' check box will be visible. DO NOT check it unless you want to
set up PS to automatically switch settings for you, and then only if you are familiar with its use.
To edit setting on the 'GRBL' screen, using your mouse highlight the setting VALUE you want to change in the 'Edit
Settings' box and type in a new value.
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When you are finished editing setting values, click the green 'Send' button to send the new setting to your GRBL controller,
followed by clicking the 'Save' button to save your new setting values if you wish to do so.

New User's GRBL Settings
Whan PS is first run on a user's computer and connected to GRBL, the user's original GRBL settings will be saved to a
read-only file located in 'C:\ProgramData\PicGRBL\UserSettings.txt' on the user's hard drive, as well as to the 'Spindle.txt'
file. The 'UserSettings' file should only be used to recover/replace the user's system to it original configuration if required.
Please note that a user's Windows operating system may have the attributes of the C:\ProgramData folder set to
'hidden'. Microsoft's instructions for showing hidden files and folders can be found here:

https://support.microsoft.com/en-us/help/14201/windows-show-hidden-files .
***************************************************************************************************
GRBL 1.1x

With GRBL 1.1x, which now includes some real time features, the following two new PS features will become visible on the
PS screen. The left feature allows real time adjustments to the feed rate of a running gcode program. The right feature
allows real time changes to GRBL's PWM signal. They will take effect instantly when clicked by a user when a gcode file is
being streamed to GRBL.
The Min change value is 1% and the Max change value is 10%. These features will change all occurrences of feed rate (Fx)
or PWM (Sx) sent to GRBL by a percent of their original values in a gcode file. EX: If F100 is sent to GRBL from a running
gcode file, and the Min option button is selected in PS, then clicking the 'UP' button will tell GRBL to set the feed rate to
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F101. Every new feed rate command then sent to GRBL from the gcode file will be increased by the same percentage of its
original value. The last percentage change issued by a user will remain in effect, either until changed again by the user, or
until the gcode file ends, at which time the features will automatically reset to 100% for the next gcode file run.
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Quick Codes (QCodes)
QCodes are a new feature of PS. They are useful for the repeated sending of short gcode routines to GRBL, such as
probing routines for setting X/Y/Z zero work positions, or any other gcode routines you frequently use. Six (6) separate
QCode routines can be used in PS.
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Editing A QCode
Select a QCode to edit and click its 'Edit QCode #x' button. Your default text editor, such as Windows Notepad, will open
the QCode for editing. If you have a gcode file you want to use as a QCode, open it in any text editor and use the
copy/paste feature of Windows to add it as a QCode. The size of a QCode routine is not limited, but it is strongly advised
that you limit your QCodes to short, frequently used routines.
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Any valid gcode file can be used as a QCode, but please note that PS does not prevent or trap the sending of invalid gcode
statements to grbl. If you install or manually type an untested gcode routine, it is strongly suggested that you use the
'Send Single Lines' feature to carefully test your gcode. It is also recommended that you add a descriptive name to each
QCode to assist in remembering what it does.

When you have finished adding/editing a QCode, use the file saving feature of your text editor to save the QCode to the
default location for all QCodes on your computer.

Last revision: July 2018
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Links
PicEngrave Software – www.picengrave.com
PicEngrave Support - https://www.picengrave.com/Contact.htm
PicEngrave Forum - https://www.picengrave.com/forum/
Inventables - https://discuss.inventables.com/
GRBL Settings - https://github.com/gnea/grbl/wiki/Grbl-v1.1-Configuration
GRBL Source Code - https://github.com/gnea/grbl
Compiling GRBL - https://github.com/grbl/grbl/wiki/Compiling-Grbl
Connecting GRBL - https://github.com/grbl/grbl/wiki/Connecting-Grbl
Decimal/Binary Conversion Tool - http://acc6.its.brooklyn.cuny.edu/%7Egurwitz/core5/nav2tool.html
Shapeoko Forum - http://www.shapeoko.com/forum/
Hardware Switch Debounce - http://arduinotronics.blogspot.com/2012/06/hardware-switch-debounce.html
Arduino IDE - https://www.arduino.cc/en/Main/Software
DTR - https://www.ebay.com/str/dtr-lpf?_trksid=p2047675.l2563
DTR's Shop - https://sites.google.com/site/dtrlpf/
DTR – Amazon - https://www.amazon.com/dtr-laser-shop/s?page=1&rh=i:aps,k:dtr laser shop
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